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Information Rates and Data-Compression 
Schemes for Poisson Processes 

IZHAK RUBIN, MEMBER, IEEE 

Abstract--In this paper, we derive ratedistortion functions under 
proper magnitude-error fidelity criteria and study instrumentable data- 
compression schemes for Poisson processes. In particular, we derive 
information rates and obtain rate-distortion relationships for practical 
data-compression schemes, for the reproduction of the unordered sequence 
of Poisson event occurrences, for the reproduction of the sample functions 
of the Poisson counting process, and for the reproduction of the sequence of 
intervals between the event occurreuces of a Poisson process. The 
reproducing processes are taken to be point (or jump) processes tbem- 
selves. The performances of the various data-compression schemes 
presented here are compared with those of the ideal schemes (as presented 
by the rate-distortion functions) and are shown to be close to the latter 
over wide regions of distortion. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

’ OISSON P processes are of considerable importance as 
models for information sources in communications, 

computer systems, biology, transportation, queueing sys- 
tems, and other sciences. The Poisson counting process 
serves as a basic statistical model of many counting mech- 
anisms, and the Poisson point process is widely used to 
represent a recurrent stochastic sequence of random event 
occurrences. In this paper, we study the problems of trans- 
m itting (or representing) and reproducing the output of an 
information source governed by the statistics of a Poisson 
process under a fidelity criterion. Rate-distortion functions 
are derived, and practical data-compression schemes are 
studied. 

In particular, we study the reproduction, under a mag- 
nitude-error distortion measure, of the unordered Poisson 
event occurrences, of the sample functions of the Poisson 
counting process, and of the sequence of intervals between 
the event occurrences of a Poisson point process. The 
reproducing processes are taken themselves to be point (or 
jump) processes. For all these cases, instrumentable data- 
compression schemes whose performances are shown to be 
close to those of the ideal schemes (indicated by the rate- 
distortion functions) are presented. 

Rate-distortion functions for sources following the sta- 
tistics of continuous- (and discrete-) time stochastic pro- 
cesses are presently known mainly for Gaussian processes 
[2], [3], [S]. Rate-distortion functions and data-compres- 
sion schemes for an independently identically distributed 
(i.i.d.) sequence of Poisson random variables under a 
magnitude-error fidelity criterion have recently been derived 
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in [I]. With regard to a Poisson process, the previous study 
[I] thus considers the reproduction of the increments of 
the Poisson counting process, since the latter has stationary 
independent increments. The present study, on the other 
hand, considers the reproduction of the overall counting 
sample function and that of the time instants of the event 
occurrences. Such problems, associated with the reproduc- 
tion of the instants of event occurrences, are of major 
importance in information theory. 

In Section II we present preliminary definitions and 
properties. A source coding theorem for the Poisson process 
is proved in Section III. Rate-distortion functions for 
unordered Poisson occurrences are derived in Section IV, 
and in Section V we obtain lower and upper bounds to the 
latter functions and study data-compression schemes. The 
latter results are then used to derive rate-distortion functions 
for Poisson counting processes in Section VI, to obtain 
useful lower and upper bounds for these functions, and to 
study instrumentable data-compression schemes in Section 
VII. The reproduction problems for the intervals of the 
Poisson point process are studied in Section VIII, where 
rate-distortion functions and data-compression schemes are 
obtained. The performances associated with the preceding 
instrumentable and ideal schemes are plotted and discussed 
in Section IX. 

We note that the independent increments property of the 
Poisson counting process and the order-statistics charac- 
terization of the instants of occurrence of the Poisson point 
process play an essential role in the following development. 
In particular, the first property is used to obtain a source 
coding theorem and develop data compression schemes, 
while the second property is utilized to derive rate-distortion 
functions for the Poisson counting process, or the ordered 
instants of occurrence of the Poisson point process, from 
the derived rate-distortion functions for an unordered 
sequence of point occurrences. 

II. I !RELIMINARlES 

We consider the problem of reconstructing the output of 
a source whose state is governed by the statistics of a 
Poisson process with intensity 1, 0 < 1 < co, to within a 
prescribed accuracy at some receiving point. The Poisson 
counting process is denoted as {N(t), t 2 0}, N(0) = 0, 
where N(t) designates the number of event (point) occur- 
rences in (0~1. Its sample functions are nondecreasing 
piecewise-constant functions, which we take to be right- 
continuous. The statistics of the process are specified by 
noting that the process possesses stationary independent 
increments [4] and that N(t) follows the Poisson distribu- 
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tion; i.e., 

P{N(t) = n} = pn  = exp (-At) * &y/n!. (1) 
The  following characteristics of the Poisson process are 

of importance for the present analysis. Associated with the 
Poisson counting process 1  {N(t)} is the Poisson point 
process { W ,, 12  = 1,2, - + - }, W , = 0, where W , denotes the 
instant of nth (event) occurrence, i.e., W , = inf {t: N(t) = 
n}, and  the interarrival process (T,, IZ = 1,2, * * e}, where 
T. = W , - W ,-, is the nth interval. One  can show [4] 
that {T,} is a  renewal point process; thus, it is a  sequence of 
i.i.d. random variables such that 

P{T, I x} = [l - e-““]U(x) (2) 

is an  exponential distribution with mean  l/n, where U(X) 
is the unit step function [U(X) = 1  for x 2  0  and = 0  
elsewhere]. 

O f particular importance are the properties of the Poisson 
point process {W,) over an  interval [O,T], 0  < T < oc), 
condit ioned on  the number  of occurrences in this interval, 
i.e., N(T). One can show [4, p. 1401 that under  the con- 
dition that N(T) = ~1, the n  occurrence times W I I W , I 
. * * I W , are random variables having the same distribution 
as if they were the order statistics corresponding to n 
independent random variables zl, * * . ,z, uniformly dis- 
tributed on  [O,T]. Thus W I = m in (zl;**,zn), W , is the 
second smallest value among (z,, . . *,z,,), and  so on. In 
particular, under  the condit ion N(T) = n, one then readily 
obtains the density function of the occurrence time  W ,, 
fw,,,(t) p  (i3/iTt)P{ W , < t 1  N(T) = n}, to be  given by the 
beta function 

n! 
fw,,nW = (k _ l>! (n _ k)! W>k-‘(l - W)“-kT-l 

(34 
and the corresponding distribution function F,,,,,(t) = 
P{ W , I t 1  N(T) = n} to be given by 

&,&) = Z,(k n  - k + 1) (3b) 

where Z,(p,q) is the incomplete beta function (see [6]) 
def ined by 

Z,(p,q) = [r:(,; ;$)-j j; xp-‘(1 - x)“-’ dx (4) 

and T(x) is the gamma function. 
W e  study here the problem of representing the Poisson 

process (N(t), t 2  0} by a  reproducing counting process 
{&(t), t 2  0} under  a  fidelity criterion. Results from rate- 
distortion theory [2], [3] will be  used to characterize the 
ideal data-compression scheme which yields, under  a  pre- 
scribed distortion, the reproducing process {m(t)} with the 
smallest possible entropy rate. If a  digital scheme is used 
to store {R(t)}, the latter ideal transformation will require 
m inimal storage capacity. If the reproducing counting pro- 
cess is to be  transmitted over a  communicat ion channel, 

1  To simplify notation, we use {N(t)} to denote {N(r), t 2  0}, 
and  similarly for {N(t)}. 

the source code which corresponds to the preceding ideal 
scheme is clearly optimal in the sense that it yields the 
lowest possible rate-distortion curve. 

Thus of particular interest here is the rate-distortion 
function R(D), which in the present case is def ined as 
follows. Let ZVO,T = {N(z), 0  I z < T} be a  realization 
of the {N(t)} process over [O,T], and let fiO ,= = {g(z), 
0  I z I T} be the corresponding reproducing realization 
of {a(t)}. The  distortion between NO,= and flO ,= is mea-  
sured by a  fidelity measure 

P#O,T~O,T) = T  -’ s = PUW)>~~(O) dt (5) 
0 

for an  appropriate nonnegat ive function p( -). W e  consid.er 
the measurable spaces (S,,T,/?T) and  (so,,&) which con- 
tain all the sample functions NO,T and iVoL,, respectively, 
with the associated Bore1 a-fields &- and  PT, respectively. 
A conditional probability measure qT is then a  mapp ing 
from S,,, x $O,T into [O,l] (so that ql’(x;) is a  prob- 
ability measure on  s,,,, Vx E SO,=, and  qT(*,& is /&- 
measurable, Vs E fi). The  Poisson probability measure pT is 
set to operate on  the source space (SO,=,&.). Let PT be  the 
joint probability measure on  S,,, x $O,T induced by pT 
and qT. (Thus, @&4) = 1  qT(x,A,) dpT(x), where A, = 
{y: (x,y) E A} is the section of A at x, A E & x &.) The  
marginal probability measure that pT and qT induce on  fl, 
is denoted by gT  (i.e., qT(B) = j=(S’,,, x B)), and  the 
product probability measure on  fiT x & derived from the 
marginals of PT is denoted by nT  (so that n=(A) = 
JA d(pT x gT)). One  can then define the average mutual 
information ZT(NO,T; f10 T) of the joint probability space 
(So,* x  sJ,TP BT x fiT, $j (see, for example, [3, pp. 260- 
2701 and [7]). In particular, observe that if I=( *) is finite, 
then pT  is absolutely cont inuous with respect to ?I*, 
p= << 7cT, so that the Radon-Nikodym derivative of pT  
with respect to 7cT, f ’ = dpT/dnT exists and  

Z*(~o,*; fi0.T) = 
s  

logfT(z) dpT(z). (6) 

The rate-distortion function of the source [SO,T,/$.,pT] with 
respect to the fidelity criterion j+.(e) is then defined as 
follows. 

For each D E [O,CXI), let Q,,(D) be the class of qT con- 
ditional probability measures (defined as before) for which 

E(PT<-1) LA ~PTC~ @T(z) 5 D (7) 

where, as before, JT is the joint probability measure in- 
duced by pT and q ‘. The  resulting average mutual informa- 
tion measure ZT(NO,T; fiO ,T) clearly depends on  measures 
pT and qT; we can define 

R,(D) = inf T -%No,,; %,,T) (8) 
q=’ E Q-r(D) 

and let R,(D) = co if Q7(D) is empty. F inally, we define 

R(D) = lim  R,(D). (9) 
T-tW 
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The limit (9) is known to exist for stationary sources [3, 
p. 1061. One then can also show R(D) to be a nonnegative 
monotonically decreasing convex function of D over the 
interval in which it is finite. Source coding theorems that 
determine that R(D), if finite, represents the minimum rate 
at which information must be supplied about the realiza- 
tions of the source if the latter is to be reproduced with 
fidelity D have been proved for time-discrete stationary 
ergodic sources (see Gallager [2, sect. 9.81, and Berger 
t-3, P. 2811), f or time-continuous stationary Gaussian 
sources (by Gallager [2, p. 4861) for time-continuous 
stationary Gaussian autoregressive sources (by Gray [lo]), 
and for Wiener processes (by Berger [S]). We will state a 
source coding theorem for the Poisson process to show that 
R(D) is the actual information rate, derive an expression 
for R(D), and study practical data-compression schemes. 

It is worthwhile to note that a realization of {N(t)} over 
[O,T] can also be specified by the total count N(T) and 
the instants of occurrence; i.e., NO,= = {W,,W,; * *,WNcTj, 
N(T)}. Thus NO,= is specified in terms of a countable 
number of random variables (i.e., {WI; * *, WNcTj} and 
N(T)). Furthermore, since for the Poisson measure 
P{N(T) = a} = 0, VT < co, we observe that NO,= is 
specified, with probability 1, by a finite number of variables. 
The latter variables can be used to construct the preceding 
probability measures on /IT x flT, and to evaluate the 
mutual information measure Z(N,,,; fiO,=) = Z(W,,W,; * *, 
W,(,,,N(T); l@l,l?z, * * *,F?+T,,&(T)). The latter representa- 
tion will be useful in our analysis. 

III. A SOURCE CODING THEOREM FOR THE POISSON 
PROCESS 

Since the Poisson counting process {N(t), t 2 0} is a 
process of stationary independent increments, a source 
coding theorem for it follows by considering the representa- 
tion of the increments of the process (as for the Wiener 
process in [S]) associated with a perfect representation of 
the absolute values of the process at the end of each in- 
cremental period. A source coding theorem that determines 
that R(D) represents the smallest rate of any D-admissible 
code (i.e., a source code with an associated average distor- 
tion not higher than D) is then obtained as follows (see 
also [3, pp. 245-2471). 

Theorem 1: Consider the Poisson source (N(t), t 2 0} 
having rate-distortion function R(D) with respect to a 
single-letter fidelity criterion (5), so that E{p,(N,,,,fi,,,) 1 
&,l = v} < cc for some reproducing realization y. Then, 
for any E > 0, and any D 2 0 such that R(D) < co, there 
exists a code with rate less than R(D) + E that tracks the 
source for all time with fidelity (D + E), and there are no 
D-admissible codes of rate R < R(D). 

Proof: Let Nk = Nck- ljT,LT, k 2 1, denote the in- 
cremental realizations of the Poisson counting process 
{N(t), t 2 O> over ((k - l)T; kT]. Then {Nk, k = 1,2; * .} 
is a discrete-time source composed of i.i.d. letters {Nk}, 
generated every T s, and assuming values in the space 
S O,T* Hence, by [3, theorem 7.2.41, we can represent 

{Nk} for large T by a (D + &)-admissible code with rate 
less than R(D) + E. Now, in order also to reconstruct by 
this source code the source {N(t), t 2 0} itself, we need to 
specify perfectly the sequence {N(kT), k = 1,2; * a}, so 
that cumulative errors are avoided at the end of the T-s 
intervals. For that purpose, consider the entropy en- 
coder (such as the Huffman variable-length encoder) for 
N(T) that perfectly, i.e., with distortion D = 0, specifies 
N(T). This code possesses a rate not larger than 
T-l[Hp(AT) + l] nats/s, where H,(AT) is the entropy 
measure of a Poisson variable with mean AT. Using [l, 
eq. (14)] to upperbound HJAT), we obtain 

T-lH,(J.T) I T-l In (1 + AT) + I In (10) 

which converges to 0 as T + co. Thus, given any E > 0, 
we can perfectly (D = 0) reproduce {N(kT), k 2 1) by 
using less than s/2 nats/s of information for sufficiently 
large T. Choosing T also sufficiently large so that the code 
for {Nk} is (D + &)-admissible with rate less than R(D) + 
s/2, the statement of the theorem then follows, when both 
the {Nk} and {N(kT)} codes are incorporated to generate 
the desired code. Note that the {N(kT)} code prevents 
error accumulation and is utilized to perfectly reconstruct 
{I?(kT)}, and the {Nk} code utilizes the same codebook on 
consecutive source blocks and is used to reconstruct (flk} 
within a distortion not larger than (D + E). The converse 
statement follows from [3, theorem 7.251. Q.E.D. 

We note that for transmitting the Poisson source over a 
noisy channel, for sufficiently large T, a channel capacity 
of R(D) nats/s is required to yield a source reproduction 
with fidelity D, incorporated with a facility for perfect 
(zero errors) transmission of the sequence {N(kT)}. Simple 
instrumentable codes which reproduce the latter sequence 
have been studied in [l]. Practical data-compression 
schemes for the Poisson source will be studied in Sections 
V, VII, and VIII. 

The preceding considerations are now applied to the 
calculation of the rate-distortion function. The average 
mutual information measure between NO,= and its re- 
producing function flO,= is given by 

Z(NO,T;RO,T) = Z(Wl,* * *,WNppN(T); @‘I,* * *,@,~cTpfi(T)) 

= Z(N(T); @I,. . .,I?gcT#(T)) 

+ z(w,,* * ‘,w&); @‘1,* “, 

@s(T)JJ(T) I N(T)) 

= W(T); @I, * * * ,@fi&(T)) 

+ z(w,,*. ‘,w,(,); m(T) 1 N(T)) 

+ z(wl,’ ’ ‘,w,(,); @I,- * *, 

%(T) I N(T), flV'N (11) 

utilizing the relationship Z(x,; x2x3) = Z(X,; x2) + Z(x,; 
x3 I x2), which holds for any random variables x1,x2,x3 
(see, for example, [2, p. 221). Now, utilizing (lo), we arrive 
at the following useful result. We assume pT( *) to be “hon- 
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est” in the sense that, given N(T), a reproducing scheme 
will yield a  lower distortion by incorporating the trans- 
formation R(T) = N(T) (as is the case for difference 
distortion measures);  i.e., for each realization To,=, there 
is a  reproducing realization &o,T(l), so that N”‘(T) = 
N(T) and PT(No,T~~,T~)) I PT(No,TBo,T) for any re- 
constructing realization No,,. 

Lemma 1: The rate-distortion function R(D) of a  Poisson 
process def ined by (5)-(g) with respect to an  “honest” 
distortion measure can be  calculated as 

R(D) = lim  R,(D) 
*-+a, 

(124 

where 

R,(D) = inf 
q= E QdD) 

T-lZ(Wl,~~~,W,~T,; &y 

WN(T) I N(T), flV-1 = N(T)) Wb)  

i.e., by considering only reproducing functions fiO ,= for 
which m(T) = N(T). 

Proof: By (IO), we have observed that by entropy 
encoding, for each E > 0  and sufficiently large T, we can 
represent N(T) by a  code which yields a  distortion D = 0 
and possesses a  rate less than E nats/s. Hence, for a  fixed 
code rate and T sufficiently large, and  since pT( *) is 
“honest,” any transition probability measure q* which 
yields the m inimal average distortion D will incorporate 
the transformation m(T) = N(T) (for the latter reduces D 
while requiring only an  E increase in rate). Consequently, 
we conclude (noting that R(D) is a  monotonically decreas- 
ing curve) that a  q* in (8) which yields the infimum will 
also incorporate the information {l?(T) = N(T)}. Under 
the latter condition, we incorporate (11) in (8) and  
(9), observing that Z(W,; * *,W,,,,; m(T) I N(T), l?(T) = 
N(T)) = 0, and  that 

is now characterized, over [O,T], by the reproducing 
sequence {+1, * * *,?gcT,,l?(T)}. 

A useful appropriate distortion measure is now chosen as 

PT(No,T~o,T) = [m(T)]-' Tg: (T-‘Iri - ?il) (13) 

where m(T) = max [N(T),fl(T)], and zi Q  r,(,), for 
i 2 N(T), and ti A ?fi(T), for i 2  R(T). 

Given N(T), the distortion measure p=(e) of (13) in- 
dicates the magn itude error per event occurrence and per 
second. To  calculate the associated rate-distortion function, 
we follow Lemma I to deduce that for the present case we 
can write R(D) = lim ,,, R,(D), where 

R,(D) = inf 
qT E QdD) 

T -lZ(zl,.. .,z,(,); z^l,.. ., 

%(T) I N(T), fiU'> = NV)). (14) 

Thus we can consider only the reproducing functions for 
which l?(T) = N(T). (Clearly, distortion measure (13) is 
“honest” in the aforement ioned sense.) Then  m(T) = 
N(T) = R(T) in (13). Furthermore, given N(T), the se- 
quence {z”} is a  sequence of i.i.d. random variables uni- 
formly distributed over [O,T], as noted in Section II. This 
property is of basic importance for the derivation of the 
rate-distortion function. 

Consider now an  i.i.d. sequence of random variables 
{U,, n 2 l} which are uniformly distributed over [O,T]. 
Define a  single-letter distortion measure between U,, and  a  
reproduction of it, o,, by 

p’=‘(U ir) = T-lJU - n, n n Ti I n  (154 

with the associated distortion measure of a  word (U,,U,, 
* * . , U,) being 

pk(=)(Ul,’ * *,Uk; 81; ” ,ok,> = k-' iil (T-‘IUi - oiI)* 
(15b) 

I lim  T-‘ZZ,(IT) = 0 The rate-distortion function of the uniform i.i.d. source 
*-+a, with respect to distortion measure (15) is denoted by 

so that (12) results. Q .E.D. R,(‘)(D). Note that for the latter rate-distortion function, 
the distortion measure is also a  function of the duration of 

IV. INFORMATION RATES FOR UNORDERED POISSON the time  interval T. The following property then readily 
OCCURRENCES follows. 

W e  first consider the following case, which will prove to 
be  of essential theoretical importance for the following 
development.  W e  wish to reproduce, under  a  fidelity cri- 
terion, the instants of event occurrences of the Poisson 
process {N(t), t 2  0} over [O,T], 0  c T  < co. However, 
we now assume that these Poisson occurrence times are 
transmitted by the source in an  unordered manner.  W e  
denote the unordered occurrence times of {N(t)} over 
I%"] by ~1,~~; ",TN(T). Equivalently, one  can consider the 
source to observe the realization NO,= = { W ,, * * *, WNcTj, 
N(T)} but unorder (or randomly record) the occurrence 
sequence { W , , W ,, * * . ,WNcT,} in a  random fashion, which 
results in the occurrence sequence {rl,rZ; * .,rN(rj} which 
is to be  reproduced. The  reproducing process {R(t), t 2 0} 

Proposition 1: For any T, 0 < T c cc, the rate-distortion 
function of the [O,T] uniform i.i.d. source with respect to 
distortion measure (15) satisfies 

RT”‘(D) = R1’“‘(D) (16) 

where RlcU’(D) is the rate-distortion function of an  i.i.d. 
source of random variables uniformly distributed over [O,l], 
with respect to the magn itude-error distortion criterion. 

Proof: Consider the transformation o,, = U,,/T, n 2 1. 
Thus {o,, n 2 l} is a  sequence of i.i.d. random variables 
uniformly distributed over [O,l], with the associated single- 
letter distortion measure 

p’=‘(U,,,&) = T-‘IU, - ir,l = 10, - &I & p(8,,8,). 
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Furthermore, since the preceding transformation is one to 
one, we also have that for any transition probability 
measure I(U,,; o,,) = I@,; 6,), when we set 8, = o,,‘,lT. 
Hence 

inf Z(U,,ff,) = inf Z(un,6,) 
q E Q(D) q E h’) 

where Q(D) is generated by p(‘)(T) and G(D) by p, and 
the statement of the proposition follows. Q.E.D. 

The rate-distortion function of the unordered Poisson 
sequence is then obtained by Theorem 2. 

Theorem 2: The rate-distortion function R(‘)(D) of an 
unordered Poisson sequence with intensity 1 under the 
magnitude-error distortion measure (13) is given by 

R(Z)(D) = AR,‘yD) (17) 

where Z?,(‘)(D) is the rate-distortion function of an i.i.d. 
source of random variables uniformly distributed over 
PJI~ with respect to the magnitude-error distortion 
measure. 

Proof: Recall that the rate-distortion function can be 
calculated according to (14), and that only transition prob- 
ability measures which incorporate R(T) = N(T) need be 
considered. We assume now that a realization of N(T) is 
fixed. Then {rl,rz; * *,r,(,)} are i.i.d. random variables, 
uniformly distributed over [O,T], which are to be re- 
produced by {t,; *. ,2,-,,,} under the distortion measure 
(13), where l?(T) = N(T). However, we can consider 
bl,. * * ,r,(,)} to be a product source (see [3, pp. 55-571) 
composed of the N(T) subsources, under a sum distortion 
measure. Each of the subsources is assumed to have a 
distortion measure of the form (15), so that the composite 
distortion measure, per component, is given by (13). Sub- 
sequently, by [3, corollary 2.8.31, we conclude that given 
N(T), R,(D) of (14) is given by 

R,(D) = N(T) . T-l . RT’u’(D). (18) 

By the strong law of large numbers, we have (see, for 
example, [4, p. 1801) 

P (Jit T-‘N(T$ = A} = 1. 
-a 

Utilizing (19) and (16) in (18), one obtains, given N(T), 
that lim,, m Z?,(D) = ARIcU’(D), with probability 1. Since 
the limit is independent of N(T), the result also yields the 
infimum in (14). Q.E.D. 

We note that or as given by (13) is not a single-letter 
fidelity criterion for {N(t)} as indicated by (5). Thus a 
source coding theorem for the present nonordered source 
under distortion measure (13) does not directly follow from 
Theorem 1. However, Theorem 1 is readily shown to hold 
also for the present case since, as before, N(T) can be 
perfectly reproduced by an s-admissible code, for T suffi- 
ciently large, and, given N(T), we have an i.i.d. occurrence 
sequence subject to a single-letter fidelity criterion (13). 

V. BOUNDS FOR R(‘)(D) AND DATA-COMPRESSION SCHEMES 
FOR UNORDERED POISSON OCCURRENCES 

Useful upper and lower bounds on ii,‘“‘(D) are obtained 
as follows. First, to obtain an upper bound, we consider a 
specific data-compression scheme for the uniform [O,T] 
i.i.d. sequence {U,,, n’ 2 l} under the magnitude-error 
single-letter fidelity criterion. This scheme is a quantizer 
with N states given by {x, = nAT; n = 1,2; * *,N; NAT = 
T}. Thus the scheme performs the transformation 

i’, = (j - 1 + y)AT, 
if (j - l)AT I U, < jAT, j = 1; * *,N (20) 

where AT = T/N and 0 I y I 1 is a parameter to be 
determined. Since U, is uniformly distributed over [O,T], 
we have P{l?, = (j - 1 + y)AT} = l/N, so that the rate 
of this source code is 

R = In N = In (T/AT) nats/sample (214 
independent of y. The resulting average distortion, under 
distortion measure (15) is given by 

D = T-%{IU, - &I> = (T *AT)-’ 
s 

AT 
Ix - yATI dx 

0 

which is minimized by choosing y = l/2. We thus set 
y = l/2 and obtain 

D = 1/4N = AT/4T. @lb) 

Hence the rate-distortion curve for this data-compression 
scheme, denoted as RT,U(“)(D) is given by 

RT,u(U)(D) = In (l/40) (22) 

and is an upper bound to RT’“‘(D). A lower bound to 
RTcU’(D), denoted as R,,, ‘u’(D) is obtained by calculating 
the Shannon lower bound for this case (see [3, sect. 4.3.11). 
One then readily obtains the lower bound 

RT,L(U)(D) = In (1/2De). (23) 
Thus, in particular for R,(‘)(D), we have 

In (1/2De) I R1'u'(D) I In (l/40). (24) 
Using Theorem 2, we subsequently can state the following 
result. 

Corollary I: The rate-distortion function R"'(D) for an 
unordered Poisson sequence with rate J with respect to the 
magnitude-error distortion measure (13) satisfies 

A In (1/2De) I R(‘)(D) I ,l In (l/40). (25) 
We note that the difference between the upper and lower 

bounds in (25) is equal to exactly A In (e/2). 
An actual simple data-compression scheme that achieves 

the upper bound in (25) follows directly from (20) with the 
optimal value y = l/2. This scheme realizes the trans- 
formation 

i?, = (j - 1/2)AT, 
if(j - 1)AT I z, < jAT, j = l;**,N (26) 
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where AT = T/N, and sets iv(T) = N(T). For a  suffi- 
ciently large T (so that the entropy rate of N(T) is suffi- 
ciently small) the rate-distortion relationship for this source 
code is clearly given by R,(D) = L In (l/40). 

The  maximal distortion D,, of R(‘)(D), which denotes 
the m inimal average distortion D for which R(*)(D) = 0, is 
obtained bv s 

NC”) 
D max = m in E N(T)-1 C T-‘lzi - til 

Vi} i-1 I 
where the m inimization is over all fixed reproducing times 
{La - * ,QN(r)}. However, for a  given realization of N(T), 
we obtain 

D max = T-’ m in Elri - til = l/4 (27) 
+i 

since, for a  given N(T), the (ri} are i.i.d. uniformly dis- 
tributed over [O,T], so that the indicated m inimum is 
achieved by the med ian z^* = T/2. Consequently, D I l/4 
and  Max is achieved by the upper  bound in (25). In par- 
ticular, we note that, for 1/2e I D I l/4, (25) yields 
0  I R(‘)(D) < A In (l/40) with R(D) = 0 at D = D,,, = l/4. 

VI. INFORMATION RATES FOR POISSON COUNTING 
PROCESSES 

W e  consider now the reproduction under  a  fidelity 
criterion of a  Poisson counting process {N(t), t 2 0} by a  
reproducing counting process {R(t), t 2 O}. W e  assume a  
per-letter magn itude-error distortion measure (5) given by 

PT(NO,TSO,T) = T-l 
s  

T IN(t) - R(t)] dt (28) 
0 

and calculate the rate-distortion function R(D), defined. by 
(6)-(g), under  this distortion measure. To  utilize the repre- 
sentation of the sample functions in terms of the instants 
of event occurrence {Wi} and  {pi}, we need to express the 
distortion measure in terms of these times as indicated by 
the following proposition. 

Proposition 2: The  distortion measure (28) is expressed 
by I 

PT(NO,T~O,T) = T-' Tg: Iwi - RI (29 

where m(T) = max [N(T),m(T)], W i g WNcTj for i 2  
N(T), @ i P m<(T) for i 2 R(T), and Pr(‘) p  0  for 
N(T) = R(T) = 0. 

Proof: Equation (29) follows from (28) by observing 
that for any realizations NO,r,RO,r we have 

s 
T IN(t) - iv(t)/ dt = Nf’ Ill$ - J?l 

0 i=l 

(see F ig. 1). 
The  actual calculation of the rate-distortion function 

R(D) for {N(t), t 2 0) now follows by utilizing the mutual 
information measure I(!% ‘,;. *,W ,,,,; pl;. .,k?~(~) 1  N(T), 
fi(T> = N(T)) as stated by (12) in Lemma 1  under  distor- 
tion measure (29) with m(T) = N(T) = R(T). 

Fig. 1. . Realizations NO,=, GO,,, and  magni tude error TIS~IN(t) - 
N(t)] df =  T’Zf’:T,‘IWi - 6’1. 

Such a  direct calculation, using any variational approach, 
seems to be  too involved and difficult. However, our results 
for R(‘)(D) can now be  utilized to derive R(D). For that 
purpose, we first note the difference between the reproduc- 
tion of the (magnitude) unordered instants of occurrence 
bl,’ * * ,rN(r)}, and  that of the (magnitude) ordered occur- 
rence times { W ,, * * * ,WNcT,}. This difference clearly lies in 
the fact that when representing the ordered sequence {Wi} 
we do  not need to characterize the recording order of each 
W i in the reproducing sequence {pi}, while such a  charac- 
terization is required for each zi. Equivalently, if {pi} is the 
reproducing sequence for ( W ,}, clearly the nth largest time  
of {pi} represents the reproduction of the nth largest time  
of {Wi} (noting that the distortion measure is “honest”); 
however, for {ti} and  {Zi}, the latter magn itude-ordering 
property does not hold. To  characterize this distinction, we 
represent the sequence {rl,rZ,. . . ,rN(r)}, which is written in 
the order the variables have been recorded, by a  sequence 
which is written in order of magn itude of the variables, 
{W~,W~,~..,WN,T,,O(~~),O(~~),~..,O(~N,T,>}. The vari- 
able O(Wi) represents the order in which the ith largest 
variable W i has been recorded in (rl,zZ; . -,t,(,)}. For 
example, the sequence {rl,rZ,z~} = {5,2,3}, which indicates 
that the first recorded instant of occurrence is at t = 5, the 
second one at t = 2, and  the third one at t = 3, is equiv- 
alently represented as {Wl,W,,W,,O(W,),O(W,),O(w,)) = 
{2,3,5,2,3,1}, which indicates that the (magnitude) smallest 
occurrence time  W , = 2  has been recorded second, 0( W ,) = 
2, and  SO on. Thus, a  reproduction of {Zi} by {pi} can be  
equivalently represented as a  reproduction of { W ;,O(WJ, 
j = l,*** ,N(T)} by {~i,o^(~i), i = l,**.,N(T)}, noting 
that we can consider only the schemes which incorporate 
R(T) = N(T). W e  then obtain the following expression 
for the average mutual information measure. 

Proposition 3: For a  (magnitude) unordered sequence 
{ri}, represented as {Wi,O(Wi)}, with the corresponding 
reproducing sequences {z^i} and  {~i,b(~i)}, we have for 
the average mutual information measures 

Proof: By our representation, and  using the factoriza- 
tion property I(Ul ; U,, U,) = Z( U, ; U,) + Z( U, ; U, ) UJ 
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which holds for any random variables Ul, U,, U,, we have Under condition (34), we thus obtain, for a fixed N(T), 

I(z,;-* z . * ha > N(T), zl?’ “TIN 1 N(T), R(T) = N(T)) ~CCOCWJ>,CWJ> I N(T)) = H({OWJI I N(T)) 

= I(W,,“‘,WN(T),O(~),” *,o(wN(T)); @I,--*P%(T), = In [N(T)!] (35) 

O(tv,), * * * >6(%(T)) I N(T)> m(T) = N(T)) where H( *) denotes the entropy measure associated with 

= ~(W,,".,WN(T),"(W~),"',o(WN(T)); 
the ordering of the N(T) occurrences, and is readily seen 
to be equal to In [N(T)!] nats, since there are N(T)! 

@ I, ’ * * ,%(T, 1 N(T), I?(T) = N(T)) equally probably distinct ordering patterns. Also, for a 

+ I(w,; ’ ~,w,(,),o(w,),- * ‘,“(wN(,)); 6(@l),* * ‘5 
given N(T) and under the transformation (34), we clearly 
have that Cyi;’ Iri - Zil = x7;‘;’ IWi - VF'il, for each 

@@l?(T)) 1 @I,- * ',%(T)>N(T), fi(T) = N(T)) realization of the occurrence times. Hence, given N(T), 

= l(wl,*~~,~N(T); @I,* -,@i(T) 1 N(T), fl(T) = N(T)) qT E QT"'(D)e qT E QT@"(N(T)D) (36) 

+ Z(O(W,); * . ,o(wN(,)); &@l),* ' ',&@??(T)) 1 N(T), where QTcW) is the D-admissible set for distortion measure 
10(T) = N(T)) (28), (2g) 

[ ( 

h’(T) 
where the last equality readily follows by observing that, 
given N(T), sequences {0( Wi)} and {a} are statistically 

QJW'(D) = qT:E c T-'Iw, - RI _< D . (37) 
i=l I 1 

independent of the sequences { Wi} and {pi}, since the Substituting relations (35)-(37) into (32), we obtain, for a 
latter include time magnitude information while the first given N(T), 
present only order of recording information. Thus (30) 
follows. Q.E.D. R,(')(D) = qTEQT(W)(N(T)D) T-w% m l I N(T)) inf 

The rate-distortion function R(D) is now obtained. - T-‘In [N(T)!] 

Theorem 3: The rate-distortion function R(D) of a and, consequently 
Poisson counting process with rate ,I with respect to the 
magnitude-error distortion measure (28) is given by R(D) = lim  T-l 

T+Ui 

where 

R(D) = lim  R,(D) 
T-rm 

(314 

R,(D) = I[R,(")(D/AT) - In (AT/e)] (31b) 

and R1'u'(D) is the rate-distortion function of an i.i.d. 
source of random variables uniformly distributed over 
[O,l] with respect to the magnitude-error distortion 
measure. 

Proof: Only transition probabilities for which fi (T) = 
N(T) need to be considered. By relations (13), (14), and 
Proposition 3, we have 

= Jim_{T-' inf 
q* E QT(")WN(T)) 

Z<(Ti}; (fi} I N(T)) 

-T-' In [N(T)!]} 

= lim  (R,(')(D/N(T)) - T-l In [N(T)!]) 
T-r, 

= lim  (R,(')(D/AT) - T-' In [(AT)!]) 
T-CC 

since limr-, m  [N(T)/T] = I with probability 1. Note that 
the resulting expression for R(D), given N(T), is independent 
of N(T), and that the interchange of the lim it and the ex- 
pectation with respect to the probability measure of N(T) 
follows by the bounded convergence theorem and the 

R,"'(D) = inf T-'[Z((W,}; ( R) 1 N(T)) bound 
qT E QT(*)(D) 

_ I((o(I"“ <A,&,\, I .> 
+'iJj; i"tWiIj I N(T))] (32) 

IR,(")(D/IT) - T-' In [(AT)!] I I In (e/4D) + O(T-') 

W  ,here QT"'(D) is the D-admissible set with respect to 
which follows by Corollary 2 and having IN(T) - ATI I E 
with probability 1, V E > 0, for sufficiently large T. Using 

distortion measure (13) Stirling’s formula (see for example [9, p. 52]), we obtain 

QT('YD) = ( [ 
N(T) 

qT:E [N(T)]-1 igl T-'lri - ?iJ I D 1 ) T-' In [(AT)!] = I[ln (LT) - l] + O(T-‘). (39) 

.__. Incorporating (39) and the rate-distortion function R"'(D) 
(33) given by (17) into (38), we obtain expression (31) for R(D). 

and (Xi} is used to denote {x1,. . * ,x,(,)}. As previously Q.E.D. 

noted, for N(T) = 0, we clearly have R(0) = R")(O) = 0. Upper and lower bounds for R(D) follow directly from 
We consider now a fixed realization N(T) > 0. To re- those obtained in Corollary 1 for R(')(D) by incorporating 
produce {pi} = ({ Wi},{O(Wi)}) we need to exactly reproduce (24) in (31b), and are presented in Corollary 2. 
the recording orders {O(W,)}. Hence we must have 

6(VPi) = O(Wj)* 
Corollary 2: The rate-distortion function R(D) for a 

(34) Poisson counting process with rate L under distortion 
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measure (28) satisfies [O,AT], DA**(n), is given by 

A In (l/20) 5  R(D) I 1  In (e/4D). (40) 

VII. DATA-COMPRESSION SCHEMES FOR POISSON COUNTING 
PROCESSES 

Following our analysis in the previous sections, we now 
define the following practical data-compression scheme. * (i + 1, n  + 1  - i)]. (45) 
Considering the time  interval over which the source output The  rate-distortion relationship for this optimal data- 
is compressed to be  [O,T], we partition this interval into N compression scheme is given by 
subintervals, the partitioning times being {ti = iAT, i = 
1,2; . . ,N}, where NAT = T. W e  define the count N, by D* = ‘f Dar*(n)(JAT)” exp (-IAT)/n ! (464 

n=l 

based on  the transmitted sequence {N,}. For Nk = 0, we 

Nn = N&J - Nk-A n = 1,2;..,N 

clearly set fi, = 0; for Nk > 0, k = 1,2,. . - ,N, N,, & 0, 

(41) 
where t, L  0, so that N, represents the number  of event 

we set flk = Nk, with the reproducing instants of occurrence 

occurrences in (tn-&] = ((n - l)AT,nAT]. Our data- 
compression scheme transmits the sequence (N,,, n  = 1,2, 

being 

* * -,N}, where N (or AT) is appropriately chosen to yield 
the desired average distortion. The  reconstruction procedure 
adopted by this scheme yields the following estimates of 
the instants of occurrence {pn,, n  = 1,2; * *,N(T) = R(T)} 

R* = (AT)-‘H,(AAT). (46b) 
Proof: Consider a  partitioning { ti = iAT, i = 1, * . . , N} 

of [O,T]. The source code utilizing representation {N,} has 
rate (43) as expressed by (46b). The  distortion (29), given 
N(AT) = n, is given by 

” - 
D,,(n) = (AT)-1 ;~, E(IWi - ~~1 1 N(AT) = ~>. 

The  latter expression is m inimized with respect to {yi(n)} by 
setting in [O,AT], qi* = y,*(n)ATto be  equal  to the med ian 
of the distribution F,+(t) given by (3b). Relation (44) 
follows. Clearly. for any kth subinterval, W j* is evaluated 

W lC-1 2,=, Ni+j = [k - 1  + yj(N,J]AT, j = 1,2; - *,N, by incorporating the y;*(n) of (44) into (42). One  then 
(42) readily obtains that over [O,AT], using (44) 

where 0  < Yj(N) I 1, Vj,N. The  parameters Yj(Nk) are 
to be  determined. W e  also note that the Yj(Nk) have been 
chosen to be  independent of the order of the specific sub- 
interval, since the Poisson counting process has independent 
stationary increments. 

For a  fixed subinterval length T, the rate of this source 
code is given by 

R(AT) = (AT)-lH,(LAT) (43) 

where H,(x) denotes the entropy measure of a  Poisson 
variable with mean  X. The  distortion measure is determined 
by (28) or (29). Using (42) in (29) and  performing the 
expectation operat ion over [O,AT], assuming a  realization 
N, = n, one  obtains an  expression for the average distor- 
tion D,,(n). The  latter expectation operat ion follows by 
utilizing the densities and distributions of (3a) and  (3b). 
The  optimal values of Yj(N),Yj*(N), are then determined as 
those values which m inimize the average distortion D,,(N). 
The  resulting optimal data-compression scheme (42) is 
presented as follows. 

E([& - W i*l I N(AT) = n> 

s 

Wi’ 
= E(Wi I N(AT) = ~} - 2  tfwi,,(t) dt 

0 

where fWiln(t) is the density (3a). For the incomplete beta 
function (4) which characterizes distribution (3), we have 
E{W, 1 N(AT) = n} = i/(n + l), and  j;; {fwil,(t) dt = pZx . 
(p + 1, q)/(p + q), where p  = i and q = n - i + 1. In- 
corporating the latter expressions to evaluate DA,*(n), one  
obtains (45). The  average distortion (46a) then follows by 
averaging (45) with respect to N(AT). Q .E.D. 

BY the properties of Z&w), L(p,q) = 1  - Al-,, 
or directly by symmetry considerations, one  observes the 
symmetry of the reconstructing instants {W,*}; i.e., in 
[O,AT], for N(AT) = n > 0, we have 

W i* = AT - W ”*-i+l, i = 1,2;**,n. (47) 
A good approximation to W i* in [O,AT], when N(AT) = 
n  > 0, is obtained by choosing 

W i* = E{W, I N(AT) = n} = iAT/(n + 1) (48) 
Theorem 4: The  optimal data-compression scheme for the 

Poisson counting process with distortion measure (28), and  similarly for any subinterval. The  deviation between 

which encodes the source by {N,,, n = 1,2; * *,N}, NAT = T, 
the W i* derived from (44) and W i* = E(Wi I N(AT) = n) 

and decodes according to (42), possesses the parameters derived from (48) is seen to be  small. For example, for 

rj(n) = rj*(n) given as the solutions to the equat ion n  = 10  we obtain 

IBJ~dL n  - j + 1) = l/2 (44) 
max (AT)-‘IWi* - E[Wi 1 ,Jr(AT) = 1011 z 0.03. 

lSi<lO 

where Z,(p,q) is the incomplete beta function (4). For Note, however, that the set {(AT)-‘W i”} determined for 
N(T) = n > 0, the resulting average distortion over each N(AT) by (44) is independent of il and  AT, and  is thus 
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readily calculated a priori for any situation using the tables 
of the incomplete beta function [S]. 

We may further simplify the preceding data-compression 
scheme and obtain a useful simple expression for the 
resulting rate-distortion relationship as follows. The present 
scheme will also transmit {N,, n = 1; - - ,N} under the 
partitioning {ti = iAT, i = 1, * * - ,N} of [O,T], but the re- 
construction of the occurrence times will follow (42) with 
the constraint rj(n) = y(n) independent of j. Thus at the 
kth subinterval, when Nk = n > 0, we let all the n occur- 
rence times be concentrated at the same point in ((k - l)AT, 
kAT]. At the latter point the reproducing counting process 
{m(t)} will have a jump of size Nk = n. The optimal value 
of r(n), and the corresponding @*, in any subinterval, say, 
[O,AT], is now readily obtained since 

D,,(n) = (AT)-’ E i IWi - IV*1 I N(AT) = n 
i=l I 

= (AT)-’ i$l E{lti - m*l} 

where the {zi} are i.i.d. random variables, uniformly dis- 
tributed over [O,AT]. However, we have already indicated 
that minti E{lzi - I?/} = AT/4 and @* = AT/2. Con- 
sequently, we choose y(n) = l/2, and obtain an overall 
average distortion (29) 

ij = (AT)-lE{N(AT)AT/4} = IzAT/4. (49) 

The rate of this source code is given by (43). Thus, in- 
corporating (43) and (49), we obtain the following simple 
result for the rate-distortion relationship of the present 
data-compression scheme. 

Theorem 5: The optimal data-compression scheme for 
the Poisson counting process with rate L and distortion 
measure (28), which encodes the source by {N,, n = 1,2, 
. . -,N}, NAT = T, and decodes according to (42) with 
yj(n) = y(n), is obtained by setting y(n) = l/2. The result- 
ing rate-distortion relationship for this scheme is given by 

R(D) = 1HP(4D)/4D (50) 

where H,(x) denotes the entropy measure of a Poisson 
variable with mean x. 

Simple upper and lower bounds on (50) are readily 
obtained. An upper bound on H,(x) is shown in [l] to be 
given by 

HP(x) < (1 + x) In (1 + x) - x In x. (51) 
A lower bound on H,(x) follows from 

H,(x) = x(1 - In x) + 2 pi In (i!) > x(1 - In x) (52) 
i=2 

where pi is given by (1) with il = x. Hence upper and lower 
bounds for the rate-distortion relationship R(D) follow 
from (50)-(52) and are given as 

1 In (e/4D) I f?(D) 5 A In (e/iD) 

+ A([1 + 40)/4D] In (1 + 40) - 1). (53) 

Fig. 2. Average distortion over (0, AZ’), given N(A7’) = n, versus 
n, for data-compression scheme utilizing y,*(n), D&,*(n), and for 
scheme utilizing y,(n) = l/2, B&r). 

Notice that the lower bound in (53) for R(D) and the upper 
bound in (40) for R(D) are identical. In addition, we obtain 
from (53) and (40) that an upper bound on the deviation of 
R(D) from R(D) is given by 

R(D) - R(D) I I[HP(4D)/4D - In (l/20] 
I A In (e/2) + A[(1 + 40)/4D] 

. In [(l + 4D)/e] 

over the support of R(D), D E (O,e/4]. One observes that 
the difference w(D) - R(D) is not larger than a number 
proportional to 1 (in nats/s). A comparison between the 
two data-compression schemes presented in this section is 
made in Fig. 2. For a fixed subinterval length AT, the rate 
of the latter schemes is the same, so that we compare the 
average distortions they yield. The average distortion in 
[O,AT], given N(AT) = n, for the optimal data-compres- 
sion scheme (42)-(44) is the Da=*(n) given by (45) and is 
evaluated using the tables in [6]. The simpler scheme, 
which uses y(n) = l/2, assumes the distortion (49), or just 
B,,(n) = 0.25n. The difference n-l[D&n) - D,,*(n)] is 
seen to increase with n and to be bounded by 0.25 for each 
n, by 0.1 for n I 4, and by 0.15 for n I 10. The uncondi- 
tional average distortion D* is subsequently obtained by 
averaging with respect to N(AT) (see (46a)). Thus, for low 
distortions (in particular, for low AAT), the simple scheme 
which utilizes yj(n) = l/2 and achieves the rate-distortion 
relationship (50) will perform almost as well as the optimal 
scheme given by (22)-(24). The latter scheme will perform 
better over the rest of the distortion region. This scheme is 
also observed to be simple and instrumentable, and the 
bounds obtained indicate that its performance will be close 
to that of the ideal scheme which yields R(D). 

VIII. THE REPRODUCTION OF THE INTERVALS OF THE 
POISSON POINT PROCESS 

In many practical situations one is interested in reproduc- 
ing the intervals { Ti} of the Poisson point process { Wi}, 
where Ti = Wi - Wiel, W, z 0. Further assume that we 
are interested in reproducing a fixed number of intervals, 
say, n > 0. Subsequently, the data-compression scheme 
represents the source output over the random interval 
[0, W,], rather than over a fixed interval [O,T]. Since the 
Poisson process has an average of I occurrences per unit 
time, a useful (per unit time) distortion measure associated 
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with an  interval realization { T i, i = 1,2, * * *,n} and  its re- 
producing sequence of intervals {pi, i = 1,2, * . . ,n} is given 
by 

P,(TY(T,}7{ Z>) = Cnln> fl IT - ?I* (55) 

The  associated rate-distortion function is then defined with 
probability 1  as 

R(r)(D) = lim  (IV-‘)*infl(T n .*a T* $ ..a 13 2 )I? 13 Ct,) (56) “-02 
and is consequent ly given by 

R(‘)(D) = 1  lim  n-‘*infI(T,;** T. p .a* ) n, 12 AJ (57) n+m 
since n-l W , = n-l(Cy=l Ti) -+ 3L-1 with probability 1  as 
n  + co, by the strong law of large numbers.  Utilizing 
relations (55), (57), and  the fact that Ti is an  i.i.d. sequence 
of random variables exponential ly distributed with mean  
I-l, the following result is obtained. 

Theorem 6: The  rate-distortion function R(=)(D) for the 
sequence of intervals of a  Poisson point process with in- 
tensity ,? with respect to distortion measure (55) is given by 

R’=‘(D) = ,lR@)(D/A) (58) 

where R@‘(D) is the rate-distortion function of an  i.i.d. 
source of random variables that are exponential ly dis- 
tributed with mean  A- ’ with respect to the absolute-error 
single-letter fidelity criterion. 

A Shannon-type lower bound [3, pp. 92-931 for R@)(D) 
is readily shown to be  given by 

Rce’(D) 2 R,(“)(D) = In (l/201). (59) 

Consequently, we obtain the following lower bound to 
R’=‘(D) : 

R(=)(D) 2 RLcT)(D) = ;1 In (l/20). (60) 

An upper  bound and a  useful data-compression scheme are 
obtained by quantizing the intervals {Ti} using the parti- 
t ioning of [O,co) given by {i * Ax, i = 0,1,2, * * * >. Consider 
then the resulting upper  bound for R(‘)(D). An exponential 
variable X, with mean  A-l, will then yield the geometric 
distribution P{XE [iAx,(i + l)Ax)} = qi(l - q), where 
q = exp (-LAX). The  rate of the code for R@(D) is thus 
given by the entropy of the geometric distribution 

*R(“)(D) = -(l - q)-l In (1 - q) - 4ln4. 
( 1 l-q l-q 

(61) 
The reproducing scheme emp loys the rule 

XE [iAx,(i + 1)Ax) * 2  = xi, i = 0,1,2;=. (62) 

where Mx I x, < (i + 1)6x. The  numbers {xi} are de- 
termined as those that m inimize D = E{IX - 2 I}. The 
optimal sequence {xi*} is consequent ly obtained as 

Xi* = -1-l In [q’(l + q)/2] (63) 
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Fig. 3. Rate-distortion curves for Poisson count ing process, R=(D) 
and  R.(D), lower and  upper  bounds,  respectively, for R(D) (see (40)). 
R(D)-rate-distortion relationship for data compression scheme 
(42) with y,(n) =  l/2, g iven by (50). R;(D)-upper bound  for 
E(D) (see (53)). 

and the resulting average distortion D* is given by 

*+9 = i-1 ’ + ‘In 
1-q ( 1  

& +1-‘&lnq. (64) 

The  rate-distortion relationship for the preceding data- 
compression scheme is thus given by (61) and  (64). It also 
provides an  upper  bound on  R(“)(D). A particular simple 
suboptimal approximation to (62) is obtained by setting 
Xi = iAx. W e  then obtain the rate-distortion relationship 

R(‘)(D) = 1  - 1D - In (1 - q) 2 In 2e  - ,lD 

= 1  + il(D,,, - D) 

D = ,I-’ 1 + ’ - In q 
1-q 

where D,,, = maxi EIX - xi1 = EIX - x,1 = A-’ In 2, 
and  x, = L  -’ In 2  is the zero-rate reproducing letter. W e  
observe that the optimal data-compression scheme which 
yields (63) and  (64) achieves a  zero-rate m inimal distortion 
D max equal  to that of R(@(D), i.e., 2-l In 2. The  scheme 
which yields (65) achieves the value D,,, = ,I- ‘. The 
resulting rate-distortion upper  bounds for R’=‘(D) are now 
obtained by utilizing (58). 

IX. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS 

W e  have derived information rates and studied useful 
data-compression schemes for Poisson processes. Under 
proper magn itude-error distortion measures, we have pre- 
sented rate-distortion functions and the performance of 
actual data-compression schemes for the reproduction of 
the unordered instants of occurrence of the Poisson process, 
the Poisson counting sample functions, and  the intervals 
between event occurrences of the Poisson point process. 

For the unordered Poisson event occurrences, the rate- 
distortion function is given by (17), with lower and upper  
bounds in (25); a  useful data-compression scheme is pre- 
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Fig. 4. Rate-distortion curves for interval representat ions for a  Poisson 
point process. &(‘)(D)-lower bound  to R(e)(O) (see (53)). *R@(D) 
and  &j(D)-upper bounds  to R(“)(D) (see (61), (64), (65)), and  
performance of optimal and  suboptimal data-compression schemes,  
respectively. x*,@)-optimal value of x0 versus D. 

sented in Section V. For the reproduction of the Poisson 
counting process, the rate-distortion function is given by 
(31) with upper  and lower bounds given by (40). The  latter 
bounds to R(D) are shown in F ig. 3. An optimal instrument- 
able data-compression scheme for the counting process is 
derived and shown to yield the performance given by (46). 
A simpler scheme is analyzed and shown to yield the per- 
formance R(D) of (50), with the bounds of (53). The  curves 
for R(D) and its upper  and lower bounds are also shown in 
F ig. 3. W e  observe that the upper  bound R,(D) is a  good 
approximation to R(D) over the entire distortion region. 
F ig. 3  also indicates that the data-compression scheme of 
(42) with yj(n) = l/2, which follows R(D), performs almost 
as well as the ideal scheme for low distortions. In particular, 
;1- ‘R(D) - I- ‘R(D) I 0.25 nats/s for D I 0.1, and  this 
difference is not larger than about 0.5 nats/s over the entire 
distortion region. For higher distortions, the performance 

of the data-compression scheme will be  greatly improved 
by utilizing the parameters yj*(n), as indicated by F ig. 2. 

For the reproduction of the intervals between event occur- 
rences of a  Poisson point process, the rate-distortion func- 
tion is given by (58) in terms of the rate-distortion function 
R(“)(D) associated with exponential ly distributed i.i.d. se- 
quence of random variables. In F ig. 4, we have shown the 
curves corresponding to the lower bound R,‘“‘(D) of (59), 
and  to the performances *R’“‘(D) and ace’(D) of the optimal 
and  suboptimal data-compression schemes, respectively, as 
given by (61)-(65). W e  observe that *R(“)(AD) - RLce’(AD) I 
0.25 nats and that R(‘)(l.D) - *irce’(AD) I 0.5 nats over 
the entire distortion region. W e  also indicate in F ig. 4  the 
variation of x0*, the optimal reproducing letter in [O,Ax], 
as a  function of the distortion AD. Notice that x0* + 
L-lln2 as D --f A-‘In2 and as Ax + co, so that at 
D = Am1 In 2, xi* = 0  for i > 0. The  latter rate-distortion 
point (OJ- ’ In 2) has also been shown to be  the (O,D,,,) 
point for R”‘(D). 

F inally, we observe that many points in our studies here 
will be  useful for studying data-compression schemes for 
other counting and point processes. 
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